
MULTNOMAH COUNTY JAIL STATISTICS:  JUNE 2008 
                   

 

Key Statistics1: 

            →  The total number of average daily filled jail beds: 1,4452 

→  The average daily jail beds filled exclusively under the contract with U.S. Marshal’s Office3: 123   

      The number of billed jail beds4 under USM contract: 136 

→  The average daily jail beds filled under SB1145 (Local Control population): 126 

→  The average daily jail beds filled exclusively by Parole or Probation violations5: 353 

→  The number of Emergency Population Releases: 0 

→  The number of field-based work release (FBWR) program participants6: 46 

      The number of jail bed days saved due to FBWR: 872 (equivalent to 29 jail beds). 

→  The number of inmates referred to treatments: 26. The number of inmates placed into 

      treatments: 14.  Average number of inmates on the treatment waiting list in July: 34 

→  CANS made a total of 2,869 hearing notifications with 80% call success rate. Of those who 

      received a successful reminder, about 93% appeared to hearings7. 
 

 

Adult Average Daily Jail Bed Use Breakdown: June 2008 

Type of Occupancy
8
 # of bed days # of beds % of beds # of inmates % of inmates 

SB1145 (Local Control) 3774 126 8.7% 205 5.2% 

BM11 7541 251 17.4% 316 8.1% 

US Marshal (exclusive) 3704 123 8.5% 271 6.9% 

Supervision Violations (exclusive) 10598 353 24.4% 931 23.8% 

Other exclusive holds 5154 172 11.9% 710 18.2% 

Other Multiple holds 3415 114 7.9% 305 7.8% 

Beds used without a hold 9157 305 21.1% 1170 29.9% 

Total 43343 1445 100.0% 3908 100.0% 
 

 

 

                                                 
1
 This data sheet is provided mainly to meet the reporting requirements as specified in one of the FY 2008 Budget Notes.  

2
 This represents 88.5% of total County operational jail bed capacity (N=1633). Capacity at 97% or higher is considered a 

Population Emergency. In-transit bookings were excluded from the total bed use calculation.  
3
 This number does not include 35 non-exclusive USM beds that were reported in other categories. 

4
 The number of billed USM beds is a result of negotiation and data reconciliation between the County and US Marshal’s office. 

It may not be the same number as pulled out from the DSS-J system.  
5
 Started in May 2008, this number also includes any combinations of post-prison, parole, or probation supervision violation 

holds that were previously grouped in the ‘Multiple Holds’ category. 
6
 FBWR participants include new admission, new termination, or admitted previously but still active by the end of month. 

7
 DSSJ and OJIN data were used to calculate CANS FTA outcomes. Persons in custody at time of hearing were excluded.   

8
 Beds used for SB1145 (based on primary offenses) and BM11 (based on primary offenses) were counted first regardless other 

types of holding an inmate might also have.  

Jail Bed Distribution by Type of Occupancy, 

June 2008 (Total beds filled=1,445)
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Inmate Distribution by Type of Bed Occupancy, 

June 2008 (Total inmates housed=3,908)
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